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Andrew Bird is many things: a virtuoso violinist, an

the time he was finishing Oh! The Grandeur, the second Bowl of Fire

That song began as many songs do for Bird, as an internal debate

impeccable whistler and the man behind more than a dozen albums

album, he was already itching to move on. “I was seeing that I was

between his intentions and doubts for the piece of music in question.

of music that inventively marry the joyous with the somber. He is also

going to be trapped by that if I kept at it for too long. I saw the way

While Bird has rarely employed guest vocalists in a featured capacity

never truly alone.

that the popularity of music was a fleeting thing, and I didn’t want

on his work, he says that in this case it made sense to ascribe one of the

Bird’s impatience has also extended to his live performance style, a

“There are lots of voices in my head chiming in,” he says.

my music to be an accessory to someone’s lifestyle. I had more to

song’s points of view to another person. By making that person female,

signature of his craft for the past decade. He says he “stumbled into” the

Before anyone books him a padded room, it should be noted that

say than that.”

he saw “Left Handed Kisses” progress into a relationship dynamic. It

idea of looping violins and whistles to recreate his studio sound on stage

was then that he felt the track was “really screaming” for a woman to

without the assistance of a backing band, but that it was never meant as

come in and provide the counterpoint.

an intentional effort to replace the presence of other musicians.

about.” Bird says the incident is absurd but also pretty funny.
“I’m a bit like that guy,” he concedes. “I’ve got a lot going on in my
life, and I’m impatient with some of my own internal indulgences.”

Bird’s voices are of the musical variety. These whispers and shouts

Bird’s statement would end up being titled The Swimming Hour, an

guide his songwriting process, an experience that the artist is continually

album that marked a substantial departure from Bowl of Fire’s first

grappling with and reinventing as he challenges himself to push his

two offerings. The elements of jazz and 1920s popular music that had

While a duet encompassing a romantic conversation may not seem

“The looping was such a great tool,” adds Bird. “It was so nice

music further. Bird’s method is a cornerstone of his musicianship, and

served as Bird’s core now shared space with an eclectic array of garage

terribly innovative, it denotes an egress from the abstract, enigmatic subject

to go beyond the limits of the violin. It just became an extension of

one can trace its origins back to when he was 4 years old. It was at that

the instrument.”

rock mentalities. In 2003, he would move forward again, dropping the

matter that permeates most of Bird’s output. While he is blunt in his denial

age that he learned to play the violin

Bowl of Fire name to release Weather

that Are You Serious was intentionally imbued with an autobiographical

Bird was careful not to let the technique become a kind of party

through the Suzuki method, a concept

Systems, the record that Bird cites as the

intimacy absent in his previous albums — “I didn’t set out to make a more

trick, noting that looping can afford easy access to creating crazy,

conceived by 20th-century violinist

moment he stopped being a student of

personal record” — Bird concedes that normally his records only have

psychedelic stuff. His affinity for it instead plays into his desire to never

music and began composing without

one or two more pointed songs, but Are

be too choreographed when playing

any specific reference points in mind.

You Serious features seven or eight. By

live. Regardless, as he prepares for the

Shinichi Suzuki.
As Bird describes it, the Suzuki
method emphasizes learning by ear
and places little importance on the
written note. While neither of his
parents were musicians, Bird’s mother
attempted to learn the violin along
with him, a component of the method
designed to relieve the antagonism
sometimes present when a kid takes up
a new instrument. He quickly surpassed
his mother, a fact Bird attributes to the
“sponge-like” brain of a growing child.
He says that by the time he was able to
read music, he didn’t need or want to.
“It’s pretty key to the kind of
musician that I became,” Bird explains.

“I think [with]
every successive
record after
[Weather
Systems ], I try
to offend my
own sensibilities
somewhat. I feel
like if I’m a little
bit out of my
comfort zone,
then I’m on the
right track.”

“It set things up so that I could do
anything I wanted.”

“I think [with] every successive

“pointed,” he is referring less to lyrics

record after that, I try to offend my own

that directly speak to his own life and

sensibilities somewhat. I feel like if I’m

more to songs that can be construed as

a little bit out of my comfort zone, then

universally relatable.

I’m on the right track.”

“I could go back through every

How Bird taps into that space is

song I’ve written and dig out a painfully

a fascinating study, one that The New

personal story that’s behind it,” says

York Times capitalized on when they

Bird, “but I didn’t want to dig anymore.”

“P eo p le th in k of
m elan ch o ly a s
b ein g m o stly sad,
b u t th e d efin it i on
is, I b elieve, more
o f a m ix o f the
tw o , o f lig h tn ess
an d sad n ess. ”

sizeable tour that will follow the release
of Are You Serious in April, Bird says
he’s trying to wean himself off of his
penchant for live looping.
“I’m actually playing more violin
now, and on some songs, doing less,
which was a goal. It was getting a
little manic trying to do it all. I don’t

commissioned him to write a series of

The tracks on Bird’s latest record

essays for their “Measure for Measure”

may not frankly reference his own

column detailing the creation of “Oh

life, but it stands to reason that recent

No,” the lead track off 2009’s Noble

developments have certainly found

Beast. In these pieces, Bird details the

their way into his music. A lot has

path the song took, from hearing a child

happened for him outside of the studio in the last several years. In 2010,

it to roll back down the hill. He is always raising his expectations for

cry “oh no” on an airplane and trying

Bird married dancer-turned-fashion-designer Katherine Tsina. The

himself, adding more rigors to his art, a standard he’s embraced since

to emulate the memory with a “slowly

couple relocated from the West Village neighborhood of New York City

before he ever had an album to his name.

descending” guitar arc through to his

to Los Angeles. Since their union, the two have also welcomed a son,

think I’ll ever fully give it up. It’s
pretty satisfying.”
Satisfaction is the boulder to Bird’s
Sisyphus, a feeling he seems able to
bask in only fleetingly before allowing

While a music student, a teacher once had Bird’s class study

What Bird wants is to be better, always. For him, comfort is the

time laying the track down at Wilco’s loft in Chicago. When asked about

enemy, and that belief has spawned his continually evolving output.

the essays, Bird says he enjoyed writing about his process more than he

“I won’t go into detail, but a lot of life-and-death stuff was going on

Romantic poems. Listening to the results from composers like

Bird’s first album, 1996’s Music of Hair, was an independent study project

initially expected but adds that he’s ultimately not a fan of talking shop.

with us raising a child,” says Bird, in reference to where his mind was at

Robert Schumann, Bird found the work laughably morose and

from his time at Northwestern University that he now dismisses as an

“It did start to occasionally cross the line and get a little weird,” he

as he put together the songs that comprise Are You Serious. “It makes one a

serious. “I thought those guys were having no fun at all,” he says.

effort to profile “all this different music I [could] sort of play.” From

remembers. “It was too much of a magnifying glass on the process as it’s

little less patient for poetics.”

Taking the available English translations from his textbook, Bird

there, Bird joined up with the fusion swing/jazz group Squirrel Nut

happening, and it was starting to influence the writing. I felt immediately

Zippers, performing in a collaborative capacity on three of the band’s

bristled, and I dropped it.”

records while making two of his own under the moniker Andrew Bird’s
Bowl of Fire.
“I was pretty enamored with early jazz stuff,” says Bird. “I got
it in my head that I should stick to one thing for two records.” By
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Sam, into their family.

Lieder, 18th- and 19th-century music set to the words of German

Bird recalls a story that Brett and Rennie Sparks, the husband-and-

began experimenting with lightness against the dark to help put the

wife band known as The Handsome Family, once shared regarding the

work into relief.

Later, Bird would relent and pen another series for The New York Times

changes being a parent has on, well, everything. Similar to Bird, The

“If it’s just dark on dark, you’ve got death metal,” he says. “It is what

chronicling a song that would eventually become “Left Handed Kisses,”

Handsome Family’s songs aren’t always obvious as far as their lyrical

it is, and honestly, it’s a bit boring. People think of melancholy as being

a duet with Fiona Apple that serves as one of 11 tracks on Are You Serious,

subjects are concerned. After a concert one evening, a man approached

mostly sad, but the definition is, I believe, more of a mix of the two, of

his upcoming new album.

the two and said, “Look, I’ve got three kids. Just tell me what the song’s

lightness and sadness.” x
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